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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
•  The largest taxi company in Singapore, Comfort 

Taxi, deploys more than 17,000 vehicles and 
receives approximately 100,000 ride requests 
daily.

•  Third-party taxi booking apps that recently 
entered the market offered digital payment 
options that significantly reshaped consumer 
expectations. Comfort knew that to retain 
customers, it would have to provide a compelling 
digital solution that offered a familiar way to 
book and pay on their mobile devices.

•  In December 2015, Comfort Taxi launched 
its updated booking app embedded with the 
MasterpassTM payment experience. Masterpass 
features include user registration in-app, pairing 
between the Comfort app and the Masterpass 
account, and one-touch payment.

•  The ease and convenience of Masterpass has 
been embraced by Comfort passengers:

 –   More than 10% of Comfort riders pay with 
Masterpass on a daily basis, and more than 
50% pay with it four to five times monthly.

 –   The number of active Masterpass users has 
climbed steadily, nearly tripling over the first 
four months post launch.1

 

–   Within the first four months post launch, 
Masterpass transactions accounted for 
approximately 8% of all Comfort transactions.2

BACKGROUND 
The largest taxi company in Singapore, Comfort 
Taxi was founded in 1970, beginning operations with 
approximately 1,000 vehicles on the road. Today, 
the company deploys more than 17,000 vehicles and 
receives approximately 100,000 ride requests daily 
via its call center, accessible online and by phone, and 
via its proprietary app.

CHALLENGE
For years, Comfort Taxi had accepted payments 
via cash or payment card through the vehicle’s 
terminal. It did not have a card-on-file or a digital 
payment solution in place. Customers could request 
a taxi through the company’s proprietary app, and 
drivers would be alerted to the request and collect 
cash or card payment at the ride’s end.

The entrance into the market of third-party 
booking apps in recent years, including Uber 
and Grab, significantly changed the competitive 
landscape. By enabling both booking and payment 
in-app, these players were reshaping changing 
consumer expectations and proving a competitive 
challenge for Comfort Taxi.

OF COMFORT RIDERS PAY WITH  
MASTERPASS ON A DAILY BASIS.10%
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Taxi operators who relied on less convenient, 
more labor-intensive, and more costly 
conventional methods—e.g., call center for 
bookings and cash for payments—were at a 
serious disadvantage during peak hours and 
were threatened with a significant erosion of 
market share.

“Comfort Taxi determined that to retain 
customers, it would have to offer a compelling 
digital solution that offered them a seamless, 
effective, and familiar way to book and pay 
on their mobile devices,” says Benjamin Gilbey, 
vice president, Digital Payments and Labs, 
Mastercard.

What’s more, the failure to implement an 
up-to-date digital booking and payment app 
meant that Comfort was losing potential 
consumer touch points for marketing, branding, 
and customer relationship management. This 
new digital channel would enable sophisticated 
targeted marketing based on user analytics.

With the company’s five-year-old app in need  
of a major update, the timing was right for  
introducing a new mobile payment capability.

SOLUTION
MASTERPASS EXPRESS CHECKOUT
Leveraging a long-standing relationship, 
Comfort turned to Mastercard, which 
recommended Masterpass as the most efficient 
and cost-effective solution to the company’s 
needs, compared to a card-on-file system, 
which would be significantly more expensive to 
deploy. Mastercard partnered with platform 
vendor and developer Codigo and the PCI-
compliant payment service provider Wirecard 
(which relieved Comfort Taxi from the complex 
requirements of PCI compliance) to implement 
a seamless, secure, and comprehensive mobile 
payment solution.

“We made it explicit that we needed to push for 
an express checkout solution here,” says Gilbey, 
“to match the competitors’ one-click payment 
capability. The user authenticates only once 
when they pair the wallet with the application, 
and they can pay for their rides with one click 
thereafter.”

In December 2015, Comfort Taxi launched 
its updated booking app embedded with the 
Masterpass payment experience. Masterpass 
features include:
•  In-app user registration for first-time 

Masterpass users
•  Pairing between the Comfort app and the 

user’s Masterpass account
•  One-touch in-app payment via Masterpass 

checkout

USER EXPERIENCE
The implementation of the Masterpass 
express checkout solution provides a seamless 
mobile payment experience for Comfort Taxi 
customers:
1.  The user signs in to the Comfort app and 

initiates a booking request, setting pickup 
and destination points. The request generates 
a precheckout request along with the unique 
customer ID, which is sent to Wirecard and 
forwarded to Mastercard to complete a 
pairing check. Mastercard returns the last 
four digits of the card number and the expiry 
date, which are displayed along with the 
Masterpass button within the app.

2.  The user clicks on the Masterpass button 
to pay for the trip. This generates a 
preauthorization request for SGD 1, which 
is sent through Wirecard to Mastercard. 
Mastercard performs the SGD 1 authorization 
to ensure that the card is in good standing, 
and immediately reverses it out. Confirmation 
is returned to the app, which locates a taxi for 
the user and pairs the user and the driver (i.e., 
identifies each to the other).

3.   At the end of the ride, the fare is sent from  
the terminal to Comfort Taxi’s back end,  
and a receipt is transmitted to the user. 
The fare is processed as a batch offline 
transaction at the end of the day.

In addition to the Masterpass payment 
capability, Comfort Taxi updated its app’s 
functionality with advance booking, transaction 
history, easy rebooking of previous trips, and 
other convenient functionalities.

MARKETING
Comfort Taxi and Mastercard collaborated on 
a number of promotional initiatives to promote 
trial and ongoing usage. Customers who pay 
with Masterpass and use the promo code 
“MCPass” receive a discount on their ride: the 
booking fee, approximately SGD 3, and the 
10% administrative fee the company typically 
charges for card payments are waived. The 
discount reduces the cost of the ride so that it is 
equal to or less than the cost when using cash. 
 
Comfort Taxi and Mastercard partnered with 
several banks to offer additional promotions. 
The biggest is the Fare Free Friday promotion, 
backed by DBS Bank and Mastercard. DBS Bank 
is Singapore’s largest bank and has the greatest 
number of Masterpass wallets in circulation.  
The promotion provided 1,000 free rides, capped 
at SGD 20 each, on a designated Friday for 
passengers who registered their DBS card in 
Masterpass and paid for their ride with the 
registered card in-app via Masterpass.

Express checkout 
is the fastest 
Masterpass 
checkout 
experience, 
available to 
merchants that 
have passed a 
Masterpass  
vetting process.

With express 
checkout, the 
consumer does  
not need to sign 
in to Masterpass. 
Their merchant 
login is all that is 
required for their 
full details to be 
released to the 
merchant.
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Comfort Taxi leveraged multiple channels in 
an awareness campaign to alert and educate 
consumers about the Masterpass capability, 
including social media, app banners, print ads, 
Spotify, and taxi wraps.

In addition, Mastercard and the company are 
developing promotional partnerships with 
merchants in verticals other than transit that 
have implemented Masterpass. Merchants can 
show special offers to Comfort Taxi customers 
on banners within the Comfort Taxi app and vice 
versa, e.g., “Pay for your ride with Masterpass 
and get SGD 1 off your next coffee purchase at 
[Merchant] when you pay with Masterpass.”

“This kind of cross-pollination is something 
that we believe increases the number of 
registrations across the board, and it also 
pushes transactions in a healthy way for all the 
Singapore Masterpass merchants,” says Gilbey.

RESULTS
HIGH REPEAT USAGE AND GROWING
 The ease and convenience of Masterpass has 
motivated a significant number of passengers 
to repeatedly use Masterpass for their Comfort 
Taxi payments:
•  More than 10% of Comfort riders pay with 

Masterpass on a daily basis, and more than 
50% pay with it four to five times monthly.

•  The greatest increase, as a percentage of all 
active users, has been among those who use 
Masterpass 21 or more times per month.3 

Within the first four months, Masterpass 
transactions accounted for approximately 8% 
of all Comfort transactions. The number of daily 
transactions has risen steadily, nearly tripling 
over the first four months post launch.4 

Usage spikes dramatically in the morning rush 
hour from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m., with smaller 
spikes in the afternoon from 4:00 p.m. to 5:00 
p.m. and in the evening from 7:00 p.m. to 9:00 
p.m. These spikes are driven, in part, by Comfort 
Taxi’s policy of maintaining its prices at high-
traffic times, unlike third-party competitors, 
which add a surcharge. In addition, the waiving 
of the booking and administrative fees makes 
paying with Masterpass highly attractive to 
customers, lowering the cost of their ride even 
further.

EXTREMELY LOW FRAUD/DECLINE RATE
“The SGD 1 preauthorization has proven 
instrumental in keeping fraud and decline levels 
well below industry standards in Singapore,” 
says Gilbey. For the month of April 2016, the 
most recent data available, the decline rate  
for Comfort’s Masterpass transactions was  
a mere fraction of that for existing card 
payment channels for the Singapore taxi 
industry as a whole.5 

EFFICIENCY AND SECURITY
Masterpass transactions help Comfort Taxi 
reduce the administrative resources dedicated 
to cash handling while elevating the speed, 
security, and convenience of the payment 
experience for its customers. In addition, it 
helps reduce security concerns related to drivers 
carrying large amounts of cash. 
 
ISSUER BENEFITS
The Fare Free Friday promotion has helped 
establish DBS Bank as the driver of the largest 
number of Masterpass transactions for Comfort 
Taxi. The promotion generated the largest 
number of registrations, underscoring the 
strength of a significant discount with a notable 
merchant as a motivator for registration and 
trial. Further, these customers have continued 
to use their DBS card for in-app transactions via 
Masterpass. This is consistent with consumer 
behavior typically observed within the digital 
payment space, where the first card added to a 
wallet remains top of wallet, even if other cards 
are added later.

CONCLUSIONS
The quick uptake and continuing growth in 
usage of the Masterpass functionality by 
Comfort Taxi customers, its exceptionally 
low fraud/decline numbers, and its cash 
displacement speak to the convenience, ease, 
and security of Masterpass and its suitability in 
the transit space. Indeed, the lessons learned in 
the Singapore implementation have informed 
similar initiatives in other locations.

The high repeat use of Masterpass for taxi 
rides is anticipated to strengthen consumer 
awareness of Masterpass as a secure and 
convenient payment solution and drive its use 
across other merchants and shopping channels.

    Masterpass 
offers a new, 
seamless, and 
secure payment 
option for our 
passengers.

—  Edwin Yeo,  
vice president, 
Sales and 
Marketing 
Projects,  
Comfort Taxi
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